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2007-11-11

Holidays

From November 12th to December 8th, we will be on our holidays. The camp will stay open (some limited
services though) during this time. We kindly ask for patience if answering your email requests may take a
little longer than usual.

2007-11-05

Renovations

Cottage no. 1 became totally renovated this autumn and now shines brightly in fresh yellow and blue
colours. Many thanks to Jörg who did a great job and choose a new inhouse design. Cottage no. 6 is now
equipped with a wider and comfortable bed.

2007-10-20

The kitchen in cottage no. ...the separate sleeping
1,...
room...

...and the combined eating
and sleeping room,...

...from different points of
view.

New bed in cottage no. 6.

Quiet autumn and first snow

Autumn brought us wonderful leaf colours and fine weather. We had marvellous hours out in the nature and
explored the suroundings at this late time of the year. Bright sunrises helped to get up early in the morning
and a relaxing visit in our sauna warmed our tired bones in the evening.
At the end of October, the first snow remained on the camp for a couple of days - time to prepare the
snowblower for the winter season.
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The church in Vitsand...

...and the neighbouring
lake shore.

The view from the Hovfjäll
mountain onto lake Övre
Brocken...
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... is absolutely fantastic...

... and shows the village
Vitsand from the air.

The pool is already
hibernating...

...and first snow sprinkles
the camp.

Gorgeous sunrise

In the evenings, our sauna
keeps us warm

Summer

Also this summer, we worked hard to enhance the camp. As an example given, we straightened out all
access routes and painted the indoor service building.
Our new boats "Eila" and "Ronja" may take you on a fishing trip or simply pull a surfboard.
We were rewarded with a record number of kind guests coming for a visit - many of them were returning
faces. By the way: The guests coming from furthest away came all the way from Israel!

Straightning out the
access routes

New floor in the service
building

Our new boats "Eila"...

...and "Ronja".

Frank cannot let it be

Fun with the new
outboard motor.

Many nice guests...

...who we could give a
warm welcome

2007-03-06

Real winter

The winter brought much snow and cold. Our brandnew snowblower had to work a lot and the sauna was
frequently used due to low temperatures.

Snowblower in full action.

2007-01-25
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If you follow the sign...

...you will be guided to our
sauna.

New power supply.

Winter storms, icy rain and finally snow
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Not only in Middle Europe the weather went crazy this winter. Even in Torsby, the seasonal temperatures
were all too high - normally, we would have snow in November. On January 20th, everything went back to
normal and we had some 20-30 cm of fresh snow, followed by sinking temperatures around -10° bis -24°
Celsius (with lots of sun!). Now, all kinds of winter sports like skiing or ice fishing are possible without
restrictions.

Unusual warm weather Result of one of the three
Mid of January: rain
without frost in December
winter stormes cannot drain. Due to the
- it was even possible to fortunately fixed within 30 icecold soil it freezes to
rake the leaves.
minutes.
large lakes on the camp.

2007-01-01

On January 20th, we
finally receive a higher
amount of snow and
falling temperatures.

Great New Year's party

This year, we unseasonably hadn't snow at the end of December. However, the camp was fully booked and
the main builing full of nice people. We had a party until the early morning and much to talk about..
At midnight, we had some very nice fireworks - greatly to watch thanks to the clear nightly sky.

shoe collection at the
entrance

Joint dinner...

Sandra plays th violin for We jointly watch "Dinner
us - absolutely great!
for One" ...
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A quiet minute...

...followed by wild playing

...in both rooms of the
main building.

Frank - caught with the
camera

... this movie will
certainly become a New
Year's tradition on
Camping45.

Nice guests

Such a balloon is quite
hard to inflate.

Good whiskey is a
pleasure!
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Tobias
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Jutta enjoys the beer

grimace

Somebody obviously
doesn't want to go to
bed...
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